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Abstract

We address the problem of correctly monitoring the run time behavior of a concurrent program. We view a
program as having three (potentially different) sets of behavior: computations of the original program when
monitoring is not performed, computations after the monitor is added to the program, and “observations”
produced by the monitor. Using these sets of behaviors, we define four properties of monitor systems: non-
interference, safety, accuracy and correctness. We define both a minimal level and a total level for each of
these properties. The non-interference and safety properties address the degree to which the presence of
the monitor alters a computation (the differences between the first two sets of computations). Accuracy is
a relationship between a monitored computation and the observation of the computation produced by the
monitor. Correctness is a relationship between observations and the unmonitored computations.

A run time monitor for TSL-1 and Ada has been implemented. This monitor system uses two techniques
for constructing the observation. We show that any monitoring system using these two techniques is at least
minimally correct, from which the (minimal) correctness of the TSL-1 monitor follows.

Keywords: TSL; runtime  monitor; run time; concurrent software; partial orders; observations.
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1 Introduction

We address the problem of correctly monitoring the run time behavior of a concurrent program.
This paper presents the general principles involved in the design of such a monitor. Ada [1] will be
used as an example programming language.

We view a program as having three (potentially different) sets of behavior. The first set of behav-
iors are the possible computations of the original program when monitoring is not performed. The
second set contains the possible computations after the monitor is added to the program. The third
set is the possible “observations” produced by the monitor. Using these sets of behaviors, we define
four properties of monitor systems: non-interference, safety, accuracy and correctness. Although
absolute safety, correctness, etc. is desirable, they may not be achievable without substantial per-
formance penalties. Therefore we define both a minimal level and a total level for each of these
properties. The non-interference and safety properties address-the degree to which the presence of
the monitor alters a computation (the differences between the first two sets of computations). Ac-
curacy is a relationship between a monitored computation and the observation of the computation
produced by the monitor. Correctness is a relationship between observations and the unmonitored
computations.
A run time monitor for TSL-1 [2,3]  has b een implemented. This monitor system uses two techniques
for constructing the observation. We show that any monitoring system using these two techniques
is at least minimally correct, from which the (minimal) correctness of the TSL-1 monitor follows.

2 Basic Capabilities of a Monitor

The functional capabilities of a monitor may be categorized as follows:

*This work was supported by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research under contract 87-0150A.
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1. obtain information on the events performed by the program,
2. construct an observation of the underlying computation,
3. compile or interpret program specifications,
4. check for consistency between the observation and the specifications, and
5. interact with the user and report specification violations.

The monitor must be made aware of observable events performed by the program. This reporting
can take place either at run time [4,5,6], where the monitor executes concurrently with the program,
or during post-execution analysis [7,8]. We feel that run time monitoring is preferable because it
enables the monitor to be used in conjunction with other run time testing tools and provides
a monitoring capability for programs which (may) never terminate. The events are commonly
reported through either synchronous or asynchronous message passing mechanisms. The method
in which events are reported will affect both the real time behavior of the underlying program when
monitoring is performed, as well as influencing the difficulty of preserving (or reconstructing) an
observation of the computation. Our current monitor uses primarily synchronous message passing.

Our monitor contains an interactive user interface. This interface allows the user to issue ad hoc
queries to the monitor during analysis. Through this query capability, the user should be able to
determine the cause of specification violations.

The third and fourth capabilities listed above are the core of our monitor. Specifications may be
handled in a number of ways:

l they may be compiled into the monitor,
l they may be passed to the monitor at run time as a part of the observation itself, or
l they may be passed to the monitor through the user interface.

The last two methods require the monitor to interpret specifications at run time. The second
method is used in the implementation of the monitor for TSL-1. High-level specifications are
preprocessed (at compile time) into an intermediate graph representation. This representation is
passed to the monitor at run time. The monitor constructs a token graph for each specification and
event matching causes tokens to propagate through these graphs [9,10].  Specification violation is
assessed whenever a token reaches the “finish” node of a graph.

There are also many ways in which monitors can check specifications. Specification analysis tech-
niques, in general, can be grouped into two categories: proof and run time checking. Either method,
or a combination of them, can be used in monitoring concurrent programs. In the area of sequential
program specification, for example, techniques which involve a combination of run time checking
and theorem proving have been implemented [11,12].

3 A Paradigm for Describing Program Behavior

In order to monitor a program, aspects of its behavior must be made observable. The general term
action is given to these observable aspects of a program. Actions represent abstractions of parts
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of a program’s computations. Therefore, each program will have (i.e., declare) its own fixed and
finite set of relevant actions. In general, an action represents a small fragment of a program; the
set of actions declared cover only small sub-computations of complete computations.

The execution of an action generates an event. An event is an instance of an action and is dynamic,
i.e., defined during a computation. In general, events can be thought of as tuples having two or
more components; the two required components being an indication of the action performed and
the task (independent thread of control) executing the action.

The action calls is an example of an action used to describe Ada computations. It is executed
whenever a task calls an entry of some task. Events generated by the execution of this action will
contain as components the calling task, the action culls, the task called, and the entry called.

A program and its input define a set of computations, C. We view each computation as a (possibly
infinite) set of events, together with a partial ordering on the events. Although the same action
may be performed many times by a single task, we assume that each event is uniquely identified. If
two events have equal components [same action, same task, etc.) they are tagged in some manner
to make them distinguishable. For example, in the specifications described in [13],  like events are
tagged with a count indicating the number of times they have occurred earlier in the computation.
For an alternative view where events are allowed to be indistinguishable, see [14].

When a monitor is added to a program, a new program is created. This new program typically
has an augmented set of actions and a different set of computations, denoted by M. Each moni-
tored computation, M E M, produces an observation of the program, On/r.  We define the set of
observations, 0, as { 0~ : M E M}. Observations, like computations, are a partial ordering of
events. It is important that 0, the set of possible observations, agree with C, the set of possible
(unmonitored) computations. This will be discussed at length in Section 4.

In a computation, all events generated by a given task are linearly ordered by the times that the
task executed the actions. We use < to denote this ordering between events generated by the same
task. Although all events generated by the same task are ordered, it is often not the case that
events generated by different tasks are ordered. Therefore one can not assume that computations
are totally ordered. One may argue that a total ordering may be defined for all events, however a
partial ordering of the events is more accurate to observe [14,15,16,17].  For example, it may be said
that the events are ordered according to the “time” at which they are performed, relative to some
global clock. However, constructing such a global clock for distributed systems would be inefficient
and would not accurately model the concurrent aspects of a system.

The < operation together with a “causal” relationship between events of different tasks defines a
partial order over the set of events of a computation. The causal relation (v) can only be defined
in terms of specific programming features; the semantics of this relation must be guaranteed by
the semantics of the programming language or programming environment being used. Informally,
e w f within a computation if f cannot be generated unless e has been generated. CSP-based [18]
tasking models, such as that of Ada, have features which guarantee the causal relationship between
particular events. Given a thorough set of actions corresponding to the tasking constructs of Ada,
the following causal relations, among others, are defined by the language:
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Figure 1: Partial Orders for Activation and Rendezvous.

(a) the first event of task y “is caused by” task x activating y,
(b) task y accepting a call from task x “is caused by” x calling y, and
(c) an event of x immediately following a rendezvous with y “is caused by” y ending the ren-

dezvous with x.

Figure 1 illustrates these relationships. Vertical edges represent orderings defined by < and diagonal
edges represent orderings defined by W. In Figure l(a), b represents the event used to observe that
task x activates task y, thus b w d. In Figure l(b), g represents x calling y, Ic represents y accepting
the call and beginning a rendezvous, and Z represents y ending the rendezvous with x. Thus g w k
and 1 CL) h. (See [19]  for a complete specification of CL) as defined by Ada.)

Let 4 denote the partial order over the set of events of a computation. 4 is defined as the transitive
closure of the disjunction of < and W.

4 Properties of Monitors

The issues to be addressed in this section include relationships between the set of possible (un-
monitored) program executions, C, monitored executions, M, and observations produced by the
monitor, 0. Of particular importance are how the presence of the monitor alters the program’s
functional behavior (i.e., monitor interference) and the accuracy of the monitor’s observations.

It is desirable that a monitor not significantly alter the semantics of a program and that a monitor’s
observation of a computation accurately reflects the computation itself. To more formally state
these concerns, notation is introduced to describe the partially ordered sets (POset)  representing
computations and observations.

A POset,  (V,E), consists of two sets; V is a set of vertices and E is an asymmetric transitively
closed relation on the vertices. For our purposes we consider partial orders where V is a set of events
performed and E represents temporal relationships between the events. Note that the restrictions
on E are met by 4, the partial order on the events of a computation.
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The POset  C = (Vi,Ec) denotes a particular computation in C. When a monitor is added to the
program, “monitoring events” may be performed and the resulting set of possible computations M
may differ from C. We use M = (VM, EM) for a particular monitored computation. Each monitored
computation produces a single observation. 0 denotes a particular observation, and 0~ denotes
the observation produced by the monitored computation M. Note that unmonitored computations,
monitored computations, and observations are all POsets.

The events in a monitored computation fall into two categories. There are the events performable
in unmonitored computations, as well as (possibly) some additional events performed as part of the
monitoring process. Given a particular monitored computation M, VM,M denotes the events of VM
which is part of the monitoring process and VM,C denotes the events performable in an unmonitored
computation. Thus VM,M and VM,C are disjoint and their union is VM. EM,C denotes the set of
edges {(v, v’) : (v, v’) E EM A v, v’ E VM,C} where (v, v’) denotes a directed edge from v to v’.

The four desirable properties for monitoring schemes we define are: non-interference, safety, uccu-
racy, and correctness. We first give an intuitive English description of these terms and then present
a formal definition using the notation developed above.

l A non-interfering monitor allows the monitored program to do the same things as the un-
monitored version.

l A safe monitor does not allow the monitored program to produce behaviors that the unmon-
itored version is not capable of.

l An observation produced by an accurate monitor reflects the activity of the original program
executing within the monitored computation producing the observation.

l The observations produced by a correct monitor reflect a possible computation of the original
program, and a correct monitor is capable of producing an observation reflecting each of the
possible unmonitored computations.

There are several different degrees of non-interference, differing in how “same” is defined. Similarly,
there are different degrees of accuracy and correctness depending on how “reflect” is interpreted.
These issues are made precise with the following definitions.

Two degrees of non-interference are

total VC E C : 3ikf E M s.t. C = (VM,C,  EM,c)

mink--d VC E C :  3M E M s.t.  Vi = VM,C A  EC c EM,C

and two degrees of safety are:

total VM E M : 3C E C s.t. C = CVM,C,EM,C)

minimal VM E M : 3C E C s.t. Vc = VM,C A EC c EM,C
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Non-interference and safety address the relationships between C and M. In a sense, they are duals
of each other. This can be seen in the symmetry of their formal definitions. Note that in all
four definitions VC = VM,C.  That is, even the minimal properties require the monitor to preserve
the entire set of events of an unmonitored computation. The difference between minimally and
totally satisfying one of these two properties has only to do with the introduction of new orderings.
Specifically, monitored computations must preserve all orderings of an unmonitored computation.

Two degrees of accuracy are:

total ‘d&T E M : OM = (VM,C,EM,C)

minimal  V’M E M  : Vo, =  V’,C A  EM,C c Eo,

Accuracy addresses the differences between the sets M and 0, not the differences between C and
0; the accuracy of an observation is concerned with the (monitored) computation producing the
observation, regardless of any unmonitored computations that may exist.

Lastly, correctness is concerned with the relationships between C and 0. Two degrees of correctness
are:

total (vikf E M : 3c E c s.t. c = o&f) A
(vc E c : 3hf E M s.t. OM = c)

minimal (VM E M : 3c E c s.t. Vc = V& A EC c EoM) A
(vc E c : ibkt E M s.t. Vo, = Vc A EC c EoM)

0 is implicit in these definitions since 0 = (0~ : 3M E M}. Again, all events of an unmonitored
computation are preserved in both the total and minimal definitions. Total correctness means that
the observation is equivalent to an unmonitored computation. A minimally correct monitor must
preserve the set of events and set of orderings, but may add additional orderings.

It should be clear that total correctness (non-interference, safety, or accuracy) implies minimal
correctness (non-interference, safety, or accuracy).

Lemma 1 Any totally non-intetiering,  totally safe, and totally accurate monitoring system is also
totally correct.

Proof: Assume that
monitoring system.

we are given a totally non-interfering, totally safe, and totally accurate

Let M E M be any execution of a monitored program. Since the monitor system is totally accurate,
0~ = (VM,C, EM,~). Since the system is totally safe, there is an execution of the original program,
C, such that C = (VM,C, EM,c). Therefore C = OM, and the system meets the first condition for
total correctness.
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Now let C E C be any execution of a program. Since the system is totally non-interfering, there is
a M E M such that C = (VM,C,  EM,~). By the total accuracy of the system, 0~ = (VM,C, EM,c).
Therefore C = Oh/l, and the system meets the second condition for total correctness. 0

Lemma 2 Any minimally non-interfering, minimally safe, and minimally accurate monitoring sys-
tem is also minimally correct.

Proof: Assume that we are given a minimally non-interfering, minimally safe, and minimally
accurate monitoring system.

Let M E M be any execution of a monitored program. Since the monitor system is minimally
accurate, Vo, = VM,C and EM,C  C EON- Since the system is minimally safe, there is an execution of
the original program, C, such that Vi = VM,C and EC c EM,c. Therefore VC = VOW, EC c Eo,,
and the system meets the first condition for minimal correctness.

Now let C E C be any execution of a program. Since the system is minimally non-interfering, there
is a M E M such that VC = VM,C and EC c EM,c. By the minimal accuracy of the system,
vM,C = %, and EM,C c Eo,. Therefore VC = Vo,, EC c EoM, and the system meets the
second condition for minimal correctness. 0

5 Observation Construction Disciplines

The standard method for monitoring a computation (at the source level) works as follows. A
transformation process modifies the original program so that whenever an action a is performed,
one or more new actions are also performed. These new actions notify the monitor that action a
has been (or will be) performed, enabling it to create an observation.

The TSL-1 monitor is implemented as a single, pure server task, simply receiving notifications and
processing them. Therefore its addition does not cause any deadlocks. Any deadlocks that do
occur result from dependencies between the original tasks. The additional monitoring events do
not perturb the state of tasks in the original program, resulting in the following:

Consequence 1 The state of a task is not
by the transformation process.

changed bY performing the additional actions inserted

The above consequence implies that all else being equal, a transformed task is capable of performing
the same sequence of events as its untransformed version. Unfortunately, a task’s computation
depends not only on the values it receives, but also on the order and relative time in which those
values are received. For example, the order of arrival of two entry calls could have a large effect on
the computation of a task. Similarly, whether or not an entry call arrives before the delay expires
in a selective wait statement [l, $9.7.11 could change the task’s computation.



These are examples of how an Ada program can have many possible computations, even when
running on the same input. This results in part from timing issues like the above, and in part from
non-deterministic features in the language. Although a single Ada environment (or scheduler) may
be unable to produce all of the possible computations of a program, we take a system-independent
view and treat any behavior consistent with the Ada semantics as a potential computation. In
particular, Ada makes no guarantee as to how long any particular operation takes to execute.

Even the guarantees provided by the Ada priority mechanism are very weak. The intent is that a
high priority task will never be waiting for a processor if low priority tasks are executing. If there are
enough processors so that all executable tasks are running, priorities are irrelevant. Furthermore,
the different processors may not run at the same speed; a processor’s relative speed may be an
arbitrarily complicated function depending on many variables. This gives us the following:

Consequence 2 Any task (or tasks) may perform an arbitrary amount of work (not involving
communication with other tasks) without the remainder of the program performing any significant
computation.

It may be useful to think of the above consequence in terms of scheduling the tasks (without
priorities) on a single processor. The above consequence corresponds to a random scheduler, one
which picks the next task to execute at random.

Consequence 2 is admittedly a very strong assumption. However, it is unlikely that any monitoring
system can be proven non-interfering without strong assumptions about the underlying method of
scheduling the program.

Lemma 3 Any monitor system for which Consequences 1 and 2 hold is (at least) minimally non-
in t erfering.

Proof: Let C be any execution of the original program. We construct a monitored execution M
such that VC = VM,c and that if e 4 e’ in C then e + e’ in M. Topologically number the events in
C, {el,e2,e3,... ,e,} so that whenever e; + ej then i < j. Let ti be the task performing e;. Ignore
timing issues for the moment and concentrate on the states of the various tasks as they perform
the events in C.

Each e; is performed by t; whose external input at that point is some subset of er through e;-1.
Consequence 1 implies that if ti gets the same input then t; is able to perform e; in the monitored
computation exactly as it did in C (possibly subject to non-deterministic choices made by ti). Let
M be the monitored computation constructed as follows:

The monitor and the task performing er both start out executing on “fast” processors,
while the other tasks run on “slow” processors. Since the input to tr is the same in
both cases (the empty set), tr is capable of performing er. Assume that it does.

Now let tr’s processor slow down and t2’s processor speed up. t2 is then capable of
performing e2. Repeat this for all successive e,.
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The monitored computation M clearly contains all of the events of C. Furthermore, the only
other events in M are added by the transformation, so VC = VM,C.  If e; -: ej in the unmonitored
computation then the events are performed by the same task or e; causally effects ej. Since they
are the same events in M, they will again be performed by the same tasks or e; must still effect ej
in the monitored computation. Therefore, whenever e; + ej in C, e; + ej in M.

Now consider the timing issues. First, assure that the inputs to the tasks arrive in the same
order in M as in C. This is easily seen since the causal relationships between events in C are
preserved. Secondly, assure that races between input events and delays are resolved in the same
way. By controlling the relative speeds of the processors one can insure that all races have the same
resolution in the monitored computation as in the unmonitored computation. 0

Lemma 4 Any monitor system for which Consequences 1 and 2 hold is (at least) minimally safe.

Proof: Reverse the construction of Lemma 3. 0

5.1 Synchronous  Reporting

Now define a simple transformation discipline for inserting the new actions
Consequences 1 and 2 will hold. Call this discipline synchronous reporting.

which guarantees that

In the synchronous reporting discipline, the monitor consists of a single task. The notifications
received by the monitor are synchronous, so that the monitor receives one notification at a time and
the task sending the notification is suspended until the notification has been received and processed.
The observation constructed by the monitor is the (totally ordered) list of event notifications.

Distinguish three fundamentally different kinds of events generated by unmonitored computations:

l Sequential events are those events which are not related to any other event by the CL) relation.

l Blocked events are those events which appear on the right-hand side of a w relationship. A
blocked event can not occur until the appropriate event(s) which precede it have occurred.

l Enabling events are those events which appear on the left-hand side of the U. Enabling
events must be performed before the corresponding blocked events.

Any event e which is both a blocked event and an enabling event can conceptually be split into a
“start e” subevent and an “end e” subevent. The start e subevent will be a blocked event (but not
an enabling event) and the end e subevent will be an enabling event (but not a blocked event).

The key to the synchronous reporting discipline is the order of the new notification events with
respect to the events being signaled to the monitor- the order of notification and VM,C events within
M. The event which notifies the monitor of a sequential event can be generated either before or
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after the sequential event occurs. The event which notifies the monitor of a blocked event must be
generated after the blocked event occurs. The event which notifies the monitor of an enabling event
must be generated before the enabling event. In all three cases, no other events may be generated
by the original task between the generation of the notifying event and the event being reported.
That is, if n is the event notifying the monitor of t generating e, then there must not exist any
event e’ performed by t such that, n + e’ + e, or e 4 e’ -+ n, or e’ and n are unordered.

Lemma 5 If synchronous reporting is used for every event, then the monitor system is (at least)
minimally accurate.

Proof: Let M be any execution of a monitor system using synchronous reporting. One notification
is sent to the monitor for every event in VM,C, and every notification sent to the monitor is for an
event in VM,C. Therefore each event (and only those events) in VM,C appear in the observation, so
vM,C = b,-

Now show that if e + e’ in VM,C, then e appears before e’ in the observation. Since the 4 relationship
is the transitive closure of the - and < relations, it suffices to show that whenever e - e’ or e < e’
then e precedes e’ in the observation. Consider these two cases separately.

First, consider the case when e < e’. This means that e and e’ are performed by the same task, say
task t. The transformation process ensures that task t performs the events notifying the monitor
of e before t performs the events notifying the monitor of e’. Since the notifying task is blocked
while the monitor processes the notification, e will appear in the observation before e’.

Now consider the case when e - e’. Since e is an enabling event, its notification will be processed
before e is performed. Similarly, since e’ is a blocked event, its notification will be processed after
e’ is performed. Because e - e’, event e must be performed before event e’ in M. Therefore, the
notification of e is processed before e is performed before e’ is performed before the notification of
e’ is processed. Thus e appears in the observation before e’. 0

Theorem 1 If synchronous reporting is used for every event, then the monitor system is (at least)
minimally correct.

Proof: This follows from Lemmas 2, 3, 4, and 5. 0

5 . 2  Derived Reporting

Synchronous reporting can only be used when additional statements can be inserted around the
statements performing an action. Unfortunately, notifications for some Ada events (namely task
termination, scope termination, and abortion) can not be generated in this way. Notifications for
these events must be derived by the monitor from the other notifications that it receives. The abort
statement and terminate alternative of the selective wait statement greatly complicate the derived
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notifications generated by our monitor. A detailed discussion of these peculiarities of Ada is beyond
the scope of this paper. (See [20]  for a TSL-1 specification of the Ada semantics of abortion and
termination. See [19]  for a specification of the causal relationships (w) defined by these features.)

An Ada task may terminate simply by reaching the end of its block. This is a special case of
block termination. The event block-completion occurs after the last statement in the block has been
executed. The monitor is notified of block-completion using the synchronous reporting discipline.

A block, b, terminates when it has completed and all tasks dependent on b have terminated. If
block b has no dependents (or the monitor has already derived termination events for all dependent
tasks), then the monitor derives a block termination event while processing the bZock-completion
event of b. Otherwise there will be a last notification of a task termination event enabling the block
termination event. While processing this last notification, the monitor derives and processes a
termination notification for block b, causing the event “b terminates” to appear in the observation.

Consequence 3 No events are performed within a block between its completion and its termina-
tion.

Consequence 4 Notifications for the terminations of all dependent tasks (and nested blocks) of
block b, and the notification for the termination of b itself, are processed before block 6 actually
terminates.

Task termination in Ada can be both a blocked event (awaiting the termination of all its dependent
tasks) and an enabling event (allowing its parent task or block to terminate). In addition, a block
termination can only enable and be blocked by other block terminations, resulting in:

Consequence 5 If e - e’ and either e or e’ is a block termination event, then both e and e’ are
block termination events.

Since Consequence 1 holds for both synchronous reporting and derived reporting (as well as their
combination) it is known that the monitor is still at least minimally non-interfering and minimally
safe (Lemmas 3 and 4). It remains to show that the monitor using derived reporting is still
minimally accurate, and thus minimally correct.

Let M be a monitored computation generating the observation On/r  (using a combination of derived
and synchronous reportings). The observation contains one event for each notification generated
by the synchronous reporting discipline, one block termination event for each block of the original
program that terminates, and no other events. Therefore, the observation contains exactly those
events arising from an unmonitored computation. Now prove that the ordering of the observation
is consistent with the event ordering from the monitored computation, and thus the monitor is
minimally accurate.

Lemma 6 The ordering of events in the observation is consistent with the partial ordering induced
by the computation.
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Proof: Since the events in the computation are ordered by the transitive closure of < and r~), it
suffices to show that whenever e < e’ or e c~;r e’ in M then e 4 e’ in 0~.

First, consider the case when e < e’ in M. This means that e and e’ are performed by the same
task. If synchronous reporting is used to notify the monitor of both e and e’, then the notification
for e will be processed first (Lemma 5) and the notification of e’ will be processed second.

If derived reporting is used for e’, e must be a block completion event. The derived reporting
discipline ensures that block completion notifications are processed before the (derived) block ter-
mination notification. Therefore, if e < e’ in M, then e -X e’ in the observation.

If e is a block termination event, then the monitor produces a derived notification of e before the
block terminates (Consequence 4). Synchronous reporting is used to notify the monitor of event
e’. Therefore the notification of e’ will only be sent to the monitor after the block has terminated,
and thus e’ follows e in the observation.

Now consider the case when e CL) e’ in M. Either both e and e’ are block termination events or
synchronous reporting is used for both e and e’ (Consequence 5). When synchronous reporting is
used for both e and e’, e appears in the observation before e’ by the argument in Lemma 5.

Now consider the case where derived reporting is used for both e and e’. In this case both e and
e’ are block termination events. Since e u e’, e must be the termination of a dependent of e’.
The derived reporting procedure guarantee that all dependents terminations are entered into the
observation before the enclosing block’s termination (Consequence 4). Therefore, e precedes e’ in
the observation. 0

Theorem 2 The TSL-I monitoring system is minimally correct.

Proof: The TSL-1 system uses only synchronous and derived reporting. 0

6 Alternative Reporting Techniques

Though it has been shown how synchronous and derived reporting can be used to form a mini-
mally correct monitor, these disciplines have a number of disadvantages. One is that synchronous
reporting will significantly affect the real time behavior of computations since tasks of C are sus-
pended while observations are processed. Another is that these disciplines result in totally ordered
observations, even when a partial ordering of the events may be more accurate. This section briefly
outlines other methods of constructing observations which address these disadvantages.

The most apparent method of minimizing the real time effects of event reporting is to report using
asynchronous communication. Figure 2 illustrates one method of asynchronous event reporting.
In this approach the tasks of C place event reports in local queues. The tasks are suspended
only during this enqueue operation. A new module, merger layer, is then needed to construct an
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observation. There are a number of algorithms which could be used by the merger layer. One
would be to simply implement the causal relation - presented earlier. Since this type of monitor
still serializes events, it could never be made totally correct.

In general, a causal relation of a programming language or environment may be handled in the
same ways that user specifications are handled: the definition of the relation may be compiled into
the monitor, the semantics of the relation may be passed to the monitor at run time, or the relation
may be defined through the monitor’s user interface. The last two methods allow one to construct
language independent monitors.

A disadvantage of asynchronous event reporting is that it would be possible for the computation to
“get ahead” of the monitor. That is, events could be reported while previous, ordered events have
yet to be processed. This would restrict the capability of the monitor to be used in conjunction
with other run time tools. Also, assuming that the computation may “get ahead” of the monitor,
the size (memory requirements) of the local event queues becomes problematic. If a queue ever
becomes full, the computation must effectively resort back to synchronous event reporting. Lastly,
note that some synchronization is required for the tasks of C and the monitor to share queues. The
time that the computation is blocked during event reporting would, however, still be significantly
less than if the computation was blocked for the duration of event notification processing.

Another method of minimizing the effects of monitoring is to simply make the monitor execute
faster. This could be done by distributing the monitor itself. Methods of distributing the monitor
are currently being explored.

An alternative approach to constructing an observation is to transform the program so that each
event is “stamped” in such a manner that the partial order is apparent. This was explored in [15].
Though the algorithms described in [15]  produce partially ordered observations, they do not produce
the partial orders described in this paper. Specifically, [15]  ’ t dm ro uces new orderings not present
in unmonitored computations and thus could not be used to construct a totally correct monitor.
More recent algorithms for stamping events [17,21,22] use a vector of stamps, rather than a single
scalar stamp. This approach appears capable of producing totally correct monitors. However,
maintaining and communicating the stamp vectors increases the cost of monitoring, especially for
systems with large numbers of tasks.

The paradigms of Figure 2 and [17]  are examples of two degrees of correctness; a monitor like that
shown in Figure 2 is less correct since it serializes observations; a monitor based on the algorithms of
[l7] is the more correct since it preserves the partial ordering of events in unmonitored computations;
monitors using the scalar time stamps of [15]  fall somewhere in between.

Note that in the definitions of accuracy and correctness given in Section 4, accuracy deals only with
the relationships between the monitored computation and the resulting observation. If a monitor
were to use synchronous reporting together with a time stamp vectors algorithm, the monitor would
not be totally accurate since synchronous reporting will always introduce orderings into M that
are not present in some C. That is, for such a monitor EON would be a strict subset of En,l-,c. This
monitor would be neither minimally nor totally accurate by our definitions. This monitor could
though, be totally correct.
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7 Conclusions

Four independent properties of monitors have been defined. The major two design issues effecting
a monitors ability to satisfy these properties are the reporting of events and the construction of
observations. Event reporting (e.g., synchronous, derived) will impact the non-interference and
safety of a monitor. The way in which observations are constructed (e.g., totally ordered according
to notification, scalar time stamps, vector time stamps) will influence the accuracy and correctness
of a monitor. These design issues are independent in that one can construct a monitoring system
which is not totally non-interfering, yet is totally correct. Further, a monitor which is not totally
accurate may still construct totally correct observations.

Totally satisfying any one
Yet it is felt that building

of the properties offers the designer
a totally correct run time monitor is

a number of technical challenges.
within the state-of-the- art.

Asynchronous event reporting does reduce the real time effect of monitoring, the main disadvan-
tage being that synchronization between the computation and testing is lost. Thus, for finite
computations, this method of monitoring has few advantages over post-execution analysis.

A monitor for Ada and TSL-1 which satisfies the four minimal properties given in Section 4 has
been implemented. Use of the monitor indicates that it is a useful and practical tool for testing
and debugging concurrent programs.
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